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Miss Goldie's [-Indersftrnding
'Come to Quiet; Give Consent, and the Right Thing Will Do Itself.'
Penelope Easten

This paper discusses the key principles of Miss Goldie's teaching on working
on yourself as I understand it and as we explored in the workshop at the
Congress. A second workshop took the principles into putting hand.s on,
and won't be covered here. The quotes included are her teaching phrases
to me - her phrases that burnt somehow into my brain, so that years later I
can still hear them as thev were sooken.

Wno wAs Mrss Gororn? Wuy DoES snn lrerrrn?
Miss Goldie (1905-1997) first went to F. M. for lessons in 1927, then learnt
to teach by apprenticeship, as all teachers did then. Froebel-trained (the
alternative education method of the day, in some ways akin to Montessori)
she was main teacher in Alexander's little school from 1929 until it folded
in 1942. She was on the first training course (1931-34). When F. M. went to
America during the war, she and four other teachers took the small school
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therealso: After theyreturned, F. M. and Goldie lived together, Goldie acting
ä* E M.'s housekeeper. She stayed closest to him to the end of his life and
hu,rsed him after his stroke, hearing his last thoughts on his discoveries. She
löved him like a disciple, and he in turn was a great admirer of her work.
She was with him when he died.
After he died, ,n.
rest of the profession,
as she felt it had lost its way. She clearly considered herself the trui guardian
of the Technique, and attempted. in her work to stay completely true to the
principles bywhich F. M. discovered and. evolved the Technique. Those of us
lucky enough to be allowed to work with her, and with stamina to withstand
the frequent insults, felt that through her one was taught to return to the
essence of F. M.'s teachings. This old lady in Edwardian dress, including
hat with hat-pin, who spoke always in measured, clear, perfectly-enunciated
English, took one into a different, older world.
In workshops,I use games to enable participanß ro experience the quali_
ties her teaching brought about, as I experienced. it. She herself never
used
games' but worked with chair, and occasionally table, in the traditional
way.
The differences between her teaching and that of others were subtle but
powerful, and difficult often to convey with words alone, as our words are
often the same. The games have proved over many years now to be a fast,
reliable way to shortcut to the experience.
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Her work always contained observatio".eg..t precise, she was able to
get
one to see what one was doing, even thoug--Eil6remarks often sounded
like
insults ! 'You have legs like bus-stops. . . ' ,Now look at you ! you
are like a sack
of potatoes, no! That would be insulting to the potaioes because potatoes
,
have life, and in this moment you have no life. . . ., They
were not intended
as criticism, however, only as honest comment to help you
to und.erstand
-FhoL\urwt,e.Ch

o(
whaf vrrrr wcrF' rlnino
o^ft ^l*^^.-----5
whatyouweredoing.Thensoft,almost@'iää""ä.iijif*.tio,,'

'Now nor your thing, not your thing withyo-üFhEäfl . ,come
.,
to quiet. . . .,
So we began the workshop at the Congress with observatio.r
oi ho* *.
engage in a simple task - looking for hidden objects round the
room. Several
participants noticed how easily they reverted to anxious o.f.an-..ebthinkins.
endgaining, etc., and observers nored that the actions t")IEa.firift*ß;5
careful, even sleepy, than they mightwhile doing such a task at home,
or that
small children might bring to the task. Miss cttaie might have
remarked
that they were either not conscious enough, or were over-involved
with their
actions' Continual consciousness in-sny.lq.sk yiaq a central theme: ,There
is
no switchins off!'

Sirl,
MTNo IN THE BRAI

We then
the place
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ATTENTION AND AWARENESS

on discovering how to become conscious: by finding
ere Miss Goldie wanted us to think. She often told me
to
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Uryg -y mind to my brain, rather than letting it be conrinually checkins on
lqvsef. 'You are over-involved wiih voüi
you are feeling?', she would demand.
med to define 'mind' as the
from Where one is thinking,
which can move around the
or be outside it). She contrasted it with
(I am aware there are other
definitions of 'mind'; I will not discuss these here.) she wanted me to think
from the top of my head, rather than from below the eyebrows. or at the
neck. '
She told me: 'At the end of his life, MrAlexander told me he wished to God
he'd never said "free the neck" -'All they can think about is their necks!"'
Mind is different from attention. Attention is what ongiühinling._abour So
of over-focusing on something, to the exclusion of all else). or they can he
separate, so that you are aware of vourself as separate,.from the task.
When participants played with putting their mind in their foot, they could
clearly perceive something moving downwards. When they then gave consent
to wiggle their toes, they noticed that the sensation was definite, that they
felt in control, but it felt tight. They were only aware of the foot, excluding
the rest of the body. Their vision dimmed; rhere was pulling down and in;
the world was lost to them. I.n contrast, with the mind in the brain and eves,
$

toes.-Many fouryl it hard initially to think of sivine consent to wieslins roes
When they succeeded though, there were clear
differences: the physical sensation was much less, but there was a sense of the
foot integrated with the rest.of the body, of greater freedom and lightness in
the movement. The vision and connection with the world stayed clear. Miss
Goldie often talked of trusting that the brain messages would get through,
But mind in brain does not shut us off from the bodv. Miss Goldie
would talk of
fo.
instance.

while maintaininR the mind in the brain and eyes seeing out. Afterwards,
participants observed a sense of lightness, wholenessJhe awareness of the
whole body then becomes a
wareness
visual peripheral
awareness, and similarly spatial in nature.

"
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VrsroN AND pRESENCE
Though Miss Goldie didn't talk about vision, I noticed that for me, her work
brought about a quietening of my usually reactive eyes, and that depth percep
tion came in, so the whole room would come quietly present. I have found
that one can work this the other way round. Coming present to the whole
room in this gentle 3D way in turn qüietens the desire to over-involve with
the body, although that too stays present. So we played with looking gently
around, letting the eyes glide over what they saw, seeing spaces between
43
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objects, seeing detail across the space between self and object, seeing from
the back of the head. Participants noticed a quieting of their whole being.

IxrrrsrrroN, THE KEy ro

REAL cHANGE

; for her, conscious inhibition was
the key to change. Only when we let go of all desire to do an action will the
t in the old way, and we
ome to quiet. From this point true change can happen. Then *" huiälä
ghoice whetlrer to act or not, as we are not secretl), committed (prepared;
for the usual action. Only from this place of no preparation can the brain
return to an earlier setting, even to blueprint, and re-find or configure inte_
grated muscle patterns. Goldie called this 'making a discovery,; also ,going
into the unknown'
rather than stoo.
Participants threw beanbags, initially to a pärtner, rhen to their other
hand, letting each one drop, until they let go of ALL desire to catch the
beanbag. Then we played with real choice to catch or not, checking we are
Icgpy.From this quiet, alive place,
participants could choose to give consent to catch. Then the hand moved as
if- by itself to catch the beanbag. The process was completely easy; coordination sorted itself.
Only a peripheral glimpse of the beanbag was needed to enable a catch.

@brainknowswhereallbodypartsare,and,theirspatial
relationships. So we can understan
task out.'

' and ,Let the brain rorrG.

PurrrNc rr ALL TocETHER To REDrscovER rrrr TncrrNreun
we set simple rasks, like walking to an object and picking it up. The first
need always was to stop, with mind in the brain, seeing gently o,ri to the task

with depth perception.
To let go of all desire tci do the task, we played ,No' games. This is the
same game F. M. developed, and which he described in The t-Ise of the
Setf,l
in order to bring about a new way of reciting. Through this game Äe discovered how to bring about an entirely new way of doing any action. A series of
instructions are given, then let go of. 'I will pick up the blue ball'- be aware
of any slight preparation, such as leaning towards,itarting to rense the hand.
. . instead say'no'. Let go of that idea. completely. Instead, choose
a new task,
and repeat, changing tasks each time. 'I will pick up that green ball, ,no'.
'I will walk to the chair'- 'no'. Sometimes we are only aware of preparation
wh-en we sav no an.d it releases. Bv letting the brain begln preparinäfor
the
task. and then letting it go. repeating this with severaitas^ks, eventiallv
the
'. Then we come to quiet. an alive
lace from r,yhich 'the brain is waitine out for
ion',2 rather.
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than guessing ahead. Participants noticed that bringing in depth perception, the sense of separation between self and object, helped them come to
quiet much faster.
Onlywhen there was NO desire to proceed, could we then give consent
and let it happen. To let it happen without controlling it, feeling the wav in
.
it, checking the rightness of move,ment. being careful. . . Simply to see the
object clearly and let ourselves follow the eyes and intent, as we stayed out of
our own way. Then the Technique could be discovered afresh: participants
who bent to pick something up found their bodies went naturally into monkel
Wutttittg
was alive and full of intent, rather than sleepy or careful as observed in the
first game of finding things. Hands reached in an alive way for an object and

used appropriate strength for the task; the muscies acted responsively, not
predictively, to the object's weight and size, and sensitivity of touch was vastly
greater. Inhibition becomes a prelude to action, to lettipg life floW rather
than an end in itself which can daryg ug:!gr,vn.V{z.vu 7>t^u|t
Mrss GorDrE's aNGER
This was th
of why Miss Goldie felt the Technique had lost its way.
The protocol for teaching the Technique developed by Patrick Macdonald,

Kitty Merrick (later Wielopolska) and Marjory Barlow, and later Walter
Carrington,3 and passed down in training courses, had turned Alexander's
process around. F. M.'s original process was to come to quiet, and then in
giving consent to let the body move, he discovered that the head led, the
an(l reac
in a wav that was sec
to the head
qeck back relationship. The teaching protocol then took these discoveries,
and turned them round into a method: you free the neck, then let the head
lead, the body follow etc, whereby we direct and organise our bodies into the
prescribed movement. 'They [the training course teachers] have a theory:
a set of fixed ideas which they like to impose on you - "practice". Whereas
with F. M. it was the other way around: practice came first - discovery of the
truth - and then the theory.'a 'Mr Alexander would make more discoveries
making a cup of tea than most teachers make in their entire lives!' But most
of us were never taught how.

- u',U3'
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WonrrNc oN YouRSELF rN DArLY LIFE
Participants in the workshop *..@o
integrate this way of working on
oneself into their daily lives. Miss Goldie suggested to me a way of doing this:
to take a task aweek, such as opening a door or brushing one's hair, and then
every time you come to that task, to allow the time to stop and 'give yourself
a lesson'. To come to quiet, with the four keys described here: playugjNo'
games to STOP, rather than pause; bring mi
ness throughout the body: eyes seeing out to the task. Then to give consent,
let the process happen, and see what happens next! Through this, you dis45
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cover for yourself how the body moves, and how to make real choices. Also
you build a new habit

This then sets us up forworking on others. 'People come to vou to learn
r life well. then ten
have not been livin
the qualiw of your life. If
n before a lesson is not soine to sort it!'
utes lyin

Tnn ruruRr
Personally, I do not believe the teaching protocol developed by Macdonald
et al has no value; up until recently it has been more accessible and communicable, and without it, probably none of us would be teaching today. But
I now see our profession moving gently back to F. M.'s core technique. In
the last decade particularly, we have begun to understand the real science
behind what we do (which is beyond the scope of this paper), which the
older generation were not able to give us. Alongside this understanding,
fast ways of communicating the essence, such as these presented here, have
been developed by several teachers.
In my own teachingpractice, I use these games alongside chair and table
work with all pupils. Coming to quiet, asking precise brain work from them,
and observation and work on themselves between lessons, allows much faster
change of their psychophysical patterns.
I believe this original way now needs to be incorporated into training
courses and all teaching. Done with real understanding, rather than simply
copying skills, it will both strengthen our technique and increase its accessibiliw to science, as we move further in time from F. M. himself.
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Penelope Easten came to the Technique in 1983. After training with Misha Magi
dov in the North London Alexander School, she took lessons with Miss Goldie
for four years. She has had busy teaching practices in London, then Sheffield,
and for ten years now in the West of Ireland. She has been running courses on
Miss Goldie's work in lreland, UK and abroad for eleven years and her booklet
'Lessons with Miss Goldie' has sold worldwide. She is now writing a longer book
on Miss Goldie and her work. She works extensively with natural breathing to
bring the body fully present, alive and strong. With the Emotions Toolbox she has
developed mind-body-centred ways of resolving emotional blocks and boundary
issues that stop us coming quiet.
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